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Sifting the Ashes

Abstract :

A descriptive intellectual history of the
research on cigarette promotion conducted
(1987-1993) by Prof. Richard W . Pollay and
associates of the H'istory of Advertising
Archives . Covers the diversity of topics,
methods, sources and findings . Also discusses
the dissemination of these results to academic
audiences, through scholarly publications and
conferences, to the courts through written
expert opinions, depositions and trial
testimony, and to the public through media
interviews and an educational videotape .

*****
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Sifting the Ashes

Introduction

Prof. Richard W . Pollay's career interest has long been focused on the institutions of advertising, and
particularly their social and cultural consequences . In pursuing this interest, he had become
internationally well known and respected as both an expert on advertising's history and as a researcher
applying content analysis to advertising . Because of both of these qualifications, he was approached in
1987 by a litigant seeking an expert to conduct a content analysis of cigarette advertising over an
historical time frame (Cipollone, NJ) . This resulted in "Themes and Tactics in Cigarette Advertising,
1938 - 1983: Technical Report on Methods and Measures ." History of Advertising Archives Working
Paper, 1987, 24p. (Cipollone v Liggett et al ., NJ) .

On his own initiative, to better understand the historical contexts for the observed ad content, Prof. Pollay
did extensive library research, particularly in the holding of the History of Advertising Archives, to
assemble information about the history of cigarette advertising from these diverse sources - including
many not previously known or cited by those concerned with cigarette advertising policies and litigation .
This yielded a lengthy working paper which was reprinted by others : "Promotion and Policy for a
Pandemic Product: Notes of the History of Cigarette Advertising (US)," History of Advertising Archives
Working Paper, 1988, 96p . Published in Tobacco Litigator's Booicshelf 4.7 TPLR, pages 6.30 - 6.79 .

The Cipollone case was the very first to yield a damage award for a health victim plaintiff (although
dismissed on appeal due to improper jury instructions) . The relevance and importance of expert
testimony about cigarette advertising history in such liability litigation was made obvious by this
experience. It was also apparent that cigarette advertising was best understood by viewing it from
multiple perspectives, as the issue had managerial, psychological, insitutional, educational, historical,
legal, economic and political aspects . This led Prof. Pollay to begin a highly productive series of related
research activities, dealing with various aspects of how cigarettes have been promoted over the years,
what the managerial rationale for this activity has been, on the consequences of these promotional efforts,
and on public policies attempting to deal with this problem and industry .

A. Research Production

Prof. Pollay's research has approached the subject of cigarette advertising and its consequences from a
variety of methodological perspectives, studying different aspects of the issues, utilizing different kinds
of resource materials. The nattue of these various research streams, and their respective productivity to
date, can be seen in Appendix A : Synopses of Research Streams, where topics, data resources, methods,
substantive results and dissemination are all shown for each of the many seperate research efforts . Given
the richness of the information there, comment here will seek to provide perspective and highlights, rather
than a comprehensive review.

1. Diverse topies : Prof. Pollay's work covers a wide range of aspects of how and why cigarette firms
promote themselves in the manner they do . One set of convergent streams of research analyze the natiue
of the advertising by careful analysis of their manifest characteristics and content. Another set of related
efforts documents the industries intentions, research efforts and spending for advertising, public relations,
and examines the (in)effectiveness of self-regulatory efforts . Another set of studies looks at how different
segments are differentially targeted - "concerned smokers," african-americans, and the young . Yet
another group of projects and papers provides documentary detail on cigarette advertising practices as
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Sifting the Ashes . . .2

reported elsewhere, particularly the trade press . Miscellaneous papers report risk perceptions of college
students, the international practices of cigarette multinationals, the ('m)validity of industry offered "proof"
of regulatory ineffectiveness, and the reasons why marketing and advertising scholars have been
marginalized in public policy processes concerning cigarettes . The coherence of the various projects and '
papers is shown below :

a. Content Analyses of Cigarette Advertising
Visual and/or Verbal tactics of historical cigarette ads, 1938-1983 (U .S .)
Information and Imagery in Contemporary Cigarette Ads (Canada)
Cigarette advertising, pre and post WWII (U .S .)
Content analysis methodology and policy inferences -LpM discussion
Content Analyses on cigarette advertising - literature review

b. Corporate Behavior Revealed Through Corporate and Government Records
Contemporary ad strategies and tactics
Public relations of the Tobacco Industry Research Committee (TIRC)
Self-regulation of broadcast advertising of cigarettes

c. Differential targeting practices
Targeting the young, 1980s
Strategic interest in the youth market, 1920-1990
Ethnic (Afro-American) targeting, 1950 - 1965
Ethnic targeting, 1950s to 1980s

d. History of Practices, Criticisms and Regulation
Chronological notes
Trade views and information about cigarette advertising history

e. Miscellaneous Topics
Consumer risk perceptions
International expansion by U .S. firms
(Im)pertinent contributions by advertising scholars to public policy debates (JA discussion)
(In)validity of industry offered "proof" of regulatory ineffearveness

Econometric analyses of cigarette ad spending and demand
Case studies and cross cultural comparisons of cigarette ad regulation

2. TJi.erse cesources : The study of cigarette advertising, its history, consequences and public policies,
could conceivably employ reviews of cigarette ads themselves, corporate documents, surveys of
consumers, government documents and legislative histories, documents of marketing suppliers (ad
agencies, public relations firms, market research reports), the trade press (both the advertising and
tobacco trades), the business press (e .g. Fortun,e , Business Week) and popular press (e .g. $eadec,•t
Djgs,s,l, Consumer's Renorts) . Prof. Pollay's work has utilized all of these resources .

On two separate occasions he brought important information to public attention that had not been ~
available at all. O

wa
a. Public Relations Secrets . His study of the archival records of John W . Hill, founding partner of C~

Oo
W

~
~-+
C7
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Sifting the Ashes . . .3

the world's largest PR firm, Hill & Knowlton, discovered top secret documents from the 1950s for the
Tobacco Industry Research Committee . These documents evidenced that the central role of this
organization was not its nominal one of research into tobacco and health questions, but as a public
relations operation to foster the public perception of a"controversy" among health scientists by giving
maximal exposure to all "seeds of doubt ." This information was published in two ways : an article in the
most scholarly public relation journal and a working paper reproducing the central documents for
distribution to litigants . These citations are:

'Propaganda, Puffing and the Public Interest: The Scientific Smoke Screen for Cigarettes,"
Public Relations Review . Vol . 16 #3 (1990), 27 - 42 .

"The Scientific Smoke Screen: A Documentary History of Some Public Relations Efforts for and
by the Tobacco Industry Research Council (TIRC) - 1954 -1958," History of Advertising
Archives Working Paper, 1990 .

b. Corporate Strategy Secrets . He reviewed corporate documents of the cigarette industry and Its
agents for Canada's Attorney General in the constitutional challenge to the Tobacco Products Control Act,
a so-called ad ban. This review unearthed the best evidence known to exist in the world about the
cigarette industry's intents - particularly their strategic interest in, research about, and targeting of
children . Much of this information has been reported in the academic press, and highlights appear the
latest Surgeon General's Report, with the full expert opinion to be published along with all other expert
opinions when the Supreme Court makes it final determination . These citations are :

'The Targeting of Youth by Cigarette Marketers : Archival Evidence on Trial," in Leigh
McAlister and Michael L Rothschild, eds . (1993), Advances in Consumer Resea_*ch . Vol .
20, Provo, UT : Association for Consumer Research, 266 - 271 . (with Anne Lavack) .

"A History of Cigarette Advertising to the Young," in Prven 'nQ Tobacco Use AmonQ Youn¢
People: A Renort of the Surgeon General . Atlanta, GA: U.S. Dept. of Health and
Human Services, Public Health Service, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
Office on Smoking and Health, 1994, 164 - 179 . (Final edit by others)

"The Functions and Management of Cigarette Advertising (Condensed)," Chapter 34 in William
Leiss, ed ., Tobacco on Trial. Montreal : McGill-Queens University Press, 1993, in
press. (Book embargoed pending Supreme Court decision)

3. Fndings: Conclusions and Contributions

a. Chronological Notes :
Myriad - too many to list

b. Canadian evidence:
Key tactics and segments : reassure the many concerned, recruit starters, not switchers as claimed .
Strong strategic interest in children (best evidence extant re: this intent)
Concerned "pre-quitters" reassured by filter tech talk and pictures of health .
Youth (11,12, 13) extensively studied - attracted by images of independence .
Ads used to effect social acceptability of smoking, peer perceptions, health judgments, perceived
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Sifting the Ashes . . .4

popularity of smoking and smokers, etc .

c. Strategic Interest in Youth
Youth market has long been of strategic interest to cigarette firms .
Insiders judged cig ads to be highly effective, at least in the aggregate .
Faith in advertising efficacy led to heavy spending .
Cig industry pioneered in electronic and other media .
Media buying guaranteed youth exposure, e .g Hit Parade .
Ad volume created omnipresence and "friendly familiarity" for cigarettes .
Beginning in the 1960s, images of independence used, appealing to youth .

r
d. Cigarette Risk Awareness

Risks seriously underestimated by even educated populations (today's college students)
90% or more underestimated risks of lung cancer, death rates versus traffic accidents ;
75% or more underestimated annual death tolls and mortality compared to other drugs .
Risk awareness not related to age, sex, smoking status, nationality, or college major .

e. Self-Regulation (1960s)
Youths exposed to about 100 cigarette ads per month, despite claimed avoidance .'
Time slots preferred by industry were those with highest fractions of youth .
Claimed self-regulation was a dismal failure .

f. The character of cigarette advertising (Content Analyses)
Many aspects of 1937 - 1947 cigarette ads made them of interest to youth :

cartoon art styles, childlike trade characters, youthful situations and activities,
endorsements from sports heroes, movie stars and music celebrities, product positioning
as "modern ."

Cigarette advertising 1937 - 1947 portrayed cigarettes as healthful
mild, 'without penalties," safe, offering protection, health benefits, not irritating,
endorsed and used by sports stars and doctors, offering low levels of risk factors
(nicotine, additives, irritants), developed and endorsed by science and "independent" and
"eminent" authorities .

Cigarette advertising, 1938 - 1983
Shift from verbal to visual tactics in 1950s, 1960s .
Ads more•volun+i*Y+»s and frequeai,
Imagery more vivid and colorful .
Imagery more likely to display people than do ads for other products .
Images feature models easy for youth to identify with (apparent age) .
Images typically "pictures of health."
Very little information present.
Advertising strategy transformational, not informational .
Images of independence common, especially in ads exposed to adolescents

g. Ethnic targeting: t-z
Cigarette firms pioneered ethnic targeting and ethnic models. O
Advertising strategy fully segmented and segregated. nA
Ads in EbQIIy became totally ethnic in 1950s. o~
Primary cig . endorsers were athletes, more so than for other products. 010)

~
~
~

t-~
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Sifting the Ashes . . .5

None of these ethnic spokespersons used in j,,ifg .
Filters offered to Ej~= audience an average of two years after Lffs audience .
Disproportionate importance of status appeals, "strea" advertising, and ethnic reliance upon

advertising.
Popularity of "pseudo health" products (menthol, "naturally" filtered king size) following 1964

Surgeon General's report .
Outdoor cigarette ad exposures about 2,000 per person per year .

h. Public Relations :
Primary goals of TIRC were public relations, not scientific support .
Effectiveness at fostering public impression of scientific "controversy ."

i. On the credibility of industry advocacy :
Econometric studies flawed by :

mis-specified models, lack of controls, superficial data aggregation ignoring segmentation
and changing marketing and media mixes, omitted variables, fallacious generalizations,
and logical inconsistencies .

Case studies flawed by :
political, not scientific, motivation, biased, unreliable and incomplete data, invalid cross
cultural comparisons, no recognition of the enforcement of nominal regulations, and
inappropriate criteria.

Calfee & Ringold (1989)
Definition of 'information" very liberal .
Definition of 'health claim" very conservative .
Label of 'negative" advertising not operationally defined and unwarranted .
Results inconsistent with many offered counter-ezamples .
Results and recommendations not reliable .

Boddewyn (1993)
Hypocrisy evident in much greater demands placed on studies critical of cigarette

advertising vers•.u those exculpating them.
Some advertising 'experts' guilty of "ignorant and prejudicial' testimony about cigarette

advertising, its targeting of youth, and the "maturity' of the market .
Relevant research needed, not baleful bombast.
Suggested research agenda for those with corporate clients .

B. Disseminatton

1 . Publications . A full bibliographic listing of publications, including working papers, can be seen in
Appendix B: Cigarette Related Research Products . This demonstrate the range of scholarly communities ~
and interest groups being reached. 0

a. Diverse scholarly outlets . Advances in Consumer Research, American Academy of Advertising pW~ibj
Oo
W
~
~

i~
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Proceedings (2), Journal of Advertising (2), Journal of Public Policy and Marketing, Proceedings of the
World Marketing Congress, Public Relations Review, Tobacco Control (2), Tobacco Litigator's
Bookshelf, U .S . Dept . of Health and Human Services Surgeon General's Report (2) .

b . Special Publication Opportunities . Prof. Pollay's reputation as a thoughtful scholar, and mastery
over the relevant literature and ideas has lead to some unique publication opportunities .

I . Health & Welfare, Canada and the Attorney General's Office asked him to serve as the
expert witness with the responsibility of digesting the subpoenaed corporate documents .

"The Targeting of Youth by Cigarette Marketers : Archival Evidence on Trial," in Leigh
McAlister and Michael L Rothschild, eds . (1993), Advances in Consumer Research . Vol .
20, Provo, UT: Association for Consumer Research, 266 - 271 . (with Anne Lavack) .

"The Functions and Management of Cigarette Advertising (Condensed)," Chapter 34 in William
Leiss, ed ., Tobacco on Trial . Montreal : McGill-Queens University Press, 1993, in
press . (Embargoed pending Supreme Court decision)

Ii . The Office of Smoking and Health of the U .S . Dept. of Health and Humaa Services has
asked him for assistance in drafting materials for two successive Surgeon General's Reports ; the
first (1994) on children and the next (1995) on minorities .

"A History of Cigarette Advertising to the Young," in Preventing Tobacco Use Among Young
Peonle: A Renort of the Sur¢eon General . Atlanta, GA : U.S . Dept. of Health and
Human Services, Public Health Service, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
Office on Smoking and Health, 1994, 164 - 179 . (Final edit by others )

"Historical Content Analyses of Cigarette Advertising," in Preventing Tobacco Use Amon¢
YounQ People : A Reaort of the Surgeon General . Atlanta, GA: U.S . Dept . of Health
and Human Services, Public Health Service, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
Office on Smoking and Health, 1994, 179 - 184 . (Final edit by others)

"Chapters in the Promotion of Cigarettes to Blacks and Other Minorities," draft material fo r
t1=I tol-il$i•M [.lIrK-~• Amona African Americans . Asians Americans/P
American Indians/Alaska Natives . and Hispanics . Atlanta, GA: U.S. Dept. of Health
and Human Services, Public Health Service, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
Office on Smoking and Health, 1995. (embargoed until released by Surgeon General )

Ili . Journal editors . His methodological competencies and knowledge of the cigarette policy
issues and literature have lead editors of academic journals to invite him to comment critically
on the research and opinion of industry consultants and apologists. He performed this function
first for the Journal of Public Policv and Marketing and just recently for the Journal of
AdvertisinQ .

"Filter, Flavor . . . Flim-Flam, Tool : Cigarette Advertising Content and Its Regulation," Journal
of Public Policv and Marketing . Vol . 8 (1989), 30 - 39 .

"Pertinent Research and Impertinent Opinion : On Our Contributions to the Cigarette Advertising
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Sifting the Ashes . ..7

Public Policy Debates," Journal of Advertisine, Vol . 22 #4 (Dec 1993), 110 - 117 .

c. Preparations for Future Work by others . In addition to all of his own research, Prof . Pollay has
been busy preparing materials for future research by others who want to work on tobacco promotion and
public policy, especially as viewed historically .

I. Computer based chronological notes. Toward this end, he has prepared several annotated
bibliographies of chronological notes, assemblies of resources materials like 'A Scientific Smoke Screen'
mentioned above, exhaustive annotated citations from the relevant trade press (Advertising A¢e . Printers'
hk, T'ideL and the Tobacco Journal . Extracted and condensed notes from all articles about cigarette
advertising in these sources are now available on computer based files, with additional work in process .
Other assembled materials include all of the relevant articles from Consumer Rep,rts (1950 - 1970) and
Reader's Direst (1923 - 1986) . Completed working papers annotating the trade press for the benefit of
others already amounts to over 650 pages of single spaced content.

"Cigarettes Through the Advertising A¢es : 1950 - 1959," History of Advertising Archives
Working Paper, (Aug. 1991), 178p. (with Anne Lavack)

'Cigarettes Through the Advertisin¢ AQes : 1960 - 1964,' History of Adverti"sing Archives
Working Paper, (Aug. 1991), 91p . (with David Carter-Whitney)

'Cigarettes Through the Advertising A¢es : 1965 - 1969,' History of Advertising Archives
Working Paper, (Dec. 1991), 119p. (with Diana J. Compton)

'Cigarettes Through the Advertising A¢es : 1970 - 1974," History of Advertising Archives
Working Paper, (June 1992), 78p . (with Diana J. Compton)

'The Tides of Tobacco Advertising : 1935 - 1956,' History of Advertising Archives Working
Paper, (June 1992), 51p . (with Diana J . Compton)

'Printers' Ink and Tobacco Tar : 1950-1954 . History of Advertising Archives Working Paper
(August 1993), 37p . (with Scott Riddell)

'Printers' InY and Tobacco Tar : 1955-1959 . History of Advertising Archives Working Paper
(August 1993), 59p. (with Scott Riddell)

'Printers' Ink and Tobacco Tar : 1960-1963. History of Advertising Archives Working Paper
(October 1993), 50p . (with Scott Riddell)

ii. The Tobacco Industry Promotion Series (TIPS) . These finding aids and pre-processed
source materials, together with Prof . Pollay's publications and all of the trial documents now in the public
domain constitute a large holding available to other scholars . This holding is known as the 'Tobacco
Industry Promotion Series (TIPS)', a research collection of documents, reprints, slides and artifacts . An
inventory of the TIPS holding can be seen in Appendix C . A cornerstone of the TIPS holding not yet
mentioned is another developed collection - 35mm slides of cigarette advertising throughouthistory . This
is the largest known such collection, now numbering about 2,500 slides, the bulk of which is U .S .
advertising from 1915 to the present .
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2. Trial Testimony . Prof. Pollay's expertise has lead to several invitations to serve as an expert witness
to discuss the changing character of cigarette advertising, its (non)informativeness, the public relations
programmes supporting the industry, and the strategies and tactics employed to reassure existing
concerned smokers and to recruit new young starters . These invitations have come from both the U .S .
and Canada, involving liability litigation and a Charter constitutionality challenge respectively . These
cases are as follows :

'Cipollone v Liggett et ai ." (Product Liability) on Cigarette Advertising Content and History .
Federal District (N .J.) Court, 1988 . (3 days of deposition, 2 days of testimony)

"Imperial Tobacco Limitee & RJR-Macdonald Inc . c. Le Procureur General du Canada' (Charter
of Rights challenge to the Tobacco Products Control Act), on current cigarette advertising
strategies, targets and tactics . Quebec Superior Court (Montreal) 1990 . (3 days of
testimony)

"Horton v American Tobacco Company" (Product Liability) on Public Relations by the Tobacco
Industry Research Council . Circuit Court (Oxford, Mississippi), 1990. (1 day of
deposition and 2 days testimony) '

"Haines v Liggett et al" (Product Liability) on Cigarette Advertising Content and History . New
Jersey, Federal District Court, abandoned before trial . (5 days deposition)

"Wilkes v American Tobacco Company' (Product Liability) on Advertising and Public
Relations Responses to "health scare" of the 1950s . Circuit Court (Greenwood,
Mississippi), 1992. (2 days deposition, 1 day testimony)

"Allgood v R . J. Reynolds, American Tobacco, The Tobacco Institute and the Council for
Tobacco Research. United States District Court, Southern District, Houston, Texas .
Case in process (3.5 days of depositions, in process) .

3 . Conference Presentations . His willingness to attend conferences in allied fields has lead to his work
being exposed to scholars and practitioneers in advertising, business history, consumer behavior, ethics,
health education, journalism, macromarketing, marketing, popular culture, public policy, semiotics, and
social science history :

On archival sources :
"Tracldng the Marlboro Man, Speedy Alka-Seltzer and the Pepsi Generation Through the Smith-
sonian," in •Florence G . Feasley, ed ., Proceedi*+_gs of the American Academy of Advertisin¢
(1987), 143 - 147 .

On serving as an expert witness :
"Cigarare Advertising Practices and Prosecution : Content Analysis in the Courtroom," American
Marketing Association Conference, San Francisco, August 1988 .

~
On symbolic meaning of advertising visuals: ~

"Signs and Symbols in Cigarette Advertising: A Historical Analysis of the Use of Pictures of ~
~
~
C.v

~
~
e3'e
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Health," Marketing_k Semiotics . University of Copenhagen (May 1989)

On historical dimensions of cigarette public policy :
"Getting Away with Murderi Cigarette Advertising and Public Policy," Economic and Business
Historical Society Conference, Charleston, S .C., April 1989 .

"Getting Away with Murder! Cigarette Advertising and Public Policy," Fourth Conference on
Historical Research on Marketing, Charleston, S .C., April 1989 .

On ad bans :
"The Ban of Tobacco Products Advertising: The Canadian Experience," Association for
Consumer Research Conference, Oct . 18 22, 1989 .

On advertising ethics :
"The Dying Art of Cigarette Advertising," Ethics in Marketing Workshop, Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration, May 1990 .

"The Dying Art of Cigarette Advertising," Moral Philosophy in the Public Domain : Applied
Ethics Conference, Vancouver, Canada, June 1990. '

On ethnic targeting and the use of PR and sponsorships :
"Bias and Bull : Studies of Ethnic Targeting and the Use of PR in Cigarette Marketing,"
University of Washington/UBC Annual Marketing Conference, April 1991 .

On international efforts and regulation :
"Truth in Advertising : Blowing Away the Smoke," International Advertising & Marketing
Campaign Management Conference, International Advertising Association, New York (May
1991) .

On marketing systems as socializing institutions :
"Blowing Away the Smoke Screen on Cigarette Adverdsing," Sixteenth Macro Marketing
Seminar, Vancouver, BC (August 1991) .

On ads targeting women :
"You've Come the Wrong Way, Baby : Cigarette Advertising 1913-1990," Popular Culture
Association Conference, Louisville (March 1992) .

On regulatory ineffectiveness: ,
"The Failure of Legal Remedies for the Dying Art of Cigarette Advertising," Social Science
Historical Association, 17th Annual Meetings, Chicago (Nov 1992) .

On changing health knowledge and Industry responses :
"A Critical History of Tobacco Marketing," Weilness Institute, Wake Area Health Education
Conference, Raleigh, North Carolina (Dec 1992) .

On exploiting regulatory loopholes : ~
4'7

"Tricks of the Tobacco Trade," Tobacco Free Ca_nada• First National Conference on Tobacco o_r_ `A.
Health lPaoersl. Ottawa, Oct. 1993, p72 .
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On targeting children, and evidence in Canadian trial :
"Promoting Deadly Addiction to Children : Evidence from the 1991 Tobacco Products Control
Act Trial," Health Law Institute, Faculty of Law, University of Alberta, Jan 1994 .

4. Public Education .

a. Media Relations. Because of the litigations, and changing public policies toward cigarettes (e .g.
recent tobacco price cuts in Canada), Prof . Pollay is often called upon by the media . In addition to being
usually interviewed for his own opinion, he also often provides publications and other documentary
evidence, names of other experts to be contacted, and sample advertising . During the past academic
reporting year (April 1, 1993 to March 31, 1994), for example, he helped the following reporters or
producers with developing their stories for public consumption . (Note, this list may not be exhaustive,
as not all contacts involve correspondence and records .)

Broadcast:
BBC, London, England (Rebecca Simor, Diverse Productions)
BBC, "Panorama" (Jeff Goldberg, Washington, DC)
CBC - TV, Toronto (David McIlvirde)
CBC Radio, Vancouver (Allison Briddle)
CBC Radio, Vancouver (Yvonne Gill)
CBC Radio, Whitehorse (Irene Marushko)
CBC Radio, "Sunday Monzing," Network (Lynn Glazier)
CFMI (Radio) (Graham Hatch)
CKGF (Radio), Grand Forks (Sue Demeter)
CKJR (Radio), Vancouver (Tom Mark)
CKNW (Radio), Vancouver (Ian Kay)
CTV - 'WS,' Network (Jeff Buttle)
CTV, National (Avis Savro)
Global TV, Toronto (Nadine Pequeneza)
UTV News (Peter Clemente)

Print :
B.C.Business (Rosemary Eng)
Business News - New Jersey (Mr . Lake)
Canadian Press - Wire Service (Brent Jang)
Cincinnati Post (Kimball Perry)
Fayetteville NC Observer Times (Mike Fabey)
Los AnQeles Daily News (Walter Hamilton)
Toronto Star (Janice Turner)
Vancouver Courier (Sean McGee)
Vancouver Sun (Julian Shaw)
WashinQton Post (Allen Farhi)
WashinQton Post (Laura Stepp)
Washinsrton Post Ma¢azine (Susan Cohen) ~

O
During the preceding reporting year (April 1992 - March 1993), he helped representatives from the a~
following media: ~

Lao
. ~

~
~

~
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Broadcast:
ABC Network (Prime Time)
CBC, National (News World)
CTV Network
NBC Network (Good Morning America)
Local radio stations (various) .

Print:
Business Week
Globe and Mail (Toronto)
Greensboro (NC) Record
New York Times
Reader's Digest
Toronto Star
U.S . News and World Renort
Vancouver Sun
Wall Street Journal

b. Public Lectures . Prof. Pollay has spoken to many audiences about cigarette advertising, primarily
those arranged by colleagues at other business schools aware of his research. Some of these have been
distinguished named presentations to the entire campus or "town and gown" assemblies, while others have
been to assembled business school students . The presentation to many of these groups lately has been
"Tricks of the Tobacco Trade" (Lecture Script, April 1992, 16p) .

This presentation, richly illustrated with slides of example ads, is customized for each audience's interests
and sophistication, and variations have been promoted with alternative titles : "Getting Away with
Murder," "The Dying Art of Cigarette Advertising," "Cigarette Advertising Practices and Prosecution,"
"Cigarette Advertising to Take Your Breath Away,* 'Blowing Away the Smoke Screen about Cigarette
Advertising," "Cigarette Advertising on Trial : An Expert's Opinion," "Claims and Contradictions About
Cigarette Advertising," "Cigarette Advertising Under Fire,* 'A Critical History of Tobacco Marketing,"
etc .

i. Invited Named Lectures on Cigarette Ad .ertising :
Walter Schmidt Lecturer, University of Santa Clara, April 1988 .
Erskine Fellow, University of Canterbury, New Zealand, 1988 .
St. Dunstan's Ethics Lecxurer, University of PEI, Feb . 1989 .
Donald W. Davis Lecturer, Pennsylvania State University, Feb . 1990
Keynote Address, Atlantic Schools of Business Conference, Halifax, Nov . 1991 .
Center for Research in Journalism and Mass Communications, University of North Carolina,

March 1992 .
University Lecturer, University of Wisconsin, Madison, April 1993 .

ii. Othw tn.ited lecture locations (in alphabetic order) :
Acadia University (Canada)
American University
Auburn University
Auckland University (New Zealand)
Canadian Cancer Society

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/hfmm0129
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City University
Columbia University
Colorado State University
Georgetown University
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration
Illinois State University
Marquette University
Memphis State University
Northern Kentucky University
Queen's University (Cznada)
Rutgers (NJ .)
Simon Fraser University
University Hospital (UBC Vancouver)
University of Alabama
University of Canterbury (New Zealand)
University of Cincinnati
University of Colorado
University of Connecticut
University of Copenhagen Handelshojskolen (Denmark)
University of Georgia
University of IIlinois
University of Massachusetts
University of Mississippi
University of Missouri
University of North Carolina
University of Santa Clara
University of Utah
University of Washington

c. Films and Videos. Because of the popularity of his illustrated lectures, he was asked by the
Foundation for Media Education, University of Massachusetts, to present his "Tricks of the Tobacco
Trade' lecture before a live audience while being filmed by a commercial production team. This material
was then edited together with material of a similar nature and presentation format given by Dr . Jean
Kilbourne. 'Ihe resulting condensed version was then produced on video for distribution to schools,
colleges and universities .

'A Pack of Lies (Video)' by Sut Jhally, Producer/Editor. Amherst, MA: Foundation for Media
Education, Fall 1992 .

In response to another request, he was interviewed this year for :

'Smoking: Its Your Choice .' A 30 minute video produced by the Canadian Cancer Society,
B.C. and Yukon Division, for the Knowledge Network, 1993 .

d. Articles in the Popular Press .

"The More Things Change . . ." Media & Values. 54/55 (Spring/Summer 1990), 15 .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/hfmm0129
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"Cigarettes Under Fire: Blowing Away the PR Smoke Screen," Media & Values, 54/55
(Spring/Summer 1990), 13 - 16 .

"Blowing Away the Smoke Screen: A Few of the Tobacco Industry's Yellow Lies," Adbusters_
Vol . 2,if1 (Fall/Winter 1991), 77 - 79 .

5. Consultations . Prof. Pollay receives numerous requests for his counsel and knowledge about cigarette
advertising, from both U .S . and Canadian clients . He is generous with his time and satisfies all those
requests that he can. Most of these contacLS involve his provision of written materials, sometimes from
work on hand, but often in reaction to draft research plans and draft publications or submissions to policy
makers .

a. Requests Honored (1993-1994) . During the preceding academic reporting year, April 1, 1993 to
March 30, 1994, he has provided consultative assistance about cigarette advertising and related public
policies to the following :

Adbusters Magazine, Vancouver (Geoff Coates, Art Director)
On 1950s cigarette ads

Airspace, Vancouver (Deborah Wetherspon)
On secondhand smoke in workplace

Al Deskiewicz, Seattle (private small claims suit re : addiction)
On cigarette TV commercials, 1950s, 1960s .

American Advertising Museum, Portland, OR (Kimberly Bartra and Jan Kuxz)
On cigarette advertising toward women

Artopolis, Vancouver (Gordon Murray)
On Marlboro campaign data

Bad-vertising Institute, Maine (Bonnie Vierthaler)
On slides of cigarette ads, and ad satire

B .C. Heart Health Coalition, Vancouver (Anita Lawrence)
On Delphi Panel re : tobacco and heart health

B .C. Medical Association, Vancouver (Dr . Fred Bass)
On counter advertising

Canadian Cancer Society, Vancouver (Ms . Sandra de la Vega)
On video production for smoking prevention

Center for the Study of Commercialism, Washington, DC (Dr . Michael Jacobson)
On chapter on tobacco advertising in Marketing Madness

Design Leirning, West Vancouver (Ms . Joanna Ashworth)
On high school educational materials

Federal Trade Commission, Washington, DC (Judy Wilkenfeld, Richard Beltramini)
On own research and Canadian corporate documents

Harvey McKinnon Productions, Vancouver (Harvey McKinnon)
On documentary film about tobacco in developing countries

INFACT, Boston, MA (Christina Malecka)

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/hfmm0129
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On planned boycott campaign
McKim Communications, Ad Agency, Toronto (Mr . Drew Cringan, CEO)

On tobacco prevention ads
Media Arts Center, Seattle (Ms . Robin Ready)

On teaching media literacy about cigarette advertising
National Clearinghouse on Tobacco and Health, Ottawa (George Duimovich)

On collections policies and organization

Office on Smoking & Health, Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta (Dr . Robert Robinson)
On Legislative tracking system

Office on Smoking & Health, Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta (Mr . Michael Siegel)
On statistics explaining adolescent brand choices

Office on Smoking & Health, Center for Disease Coatrol, Atlanta (Mr . Michael Erikson)
On advertising to minorities (forthcoming Surgeon General's Report)

Program for Appropriate Technology in Health (PATH), Ottawa (Peggy Edwards)
On Canadian assistance for tobacco control strategies in developing countries

Registered Nurses Association of BC, Vancouver (John Cox)
On media release for non-smoking week '

RBJ Health Management Associates, Ottawa (Ms . Josie d'Avernas)
On research plan assessing impact of plain packaging

University of Arizona, Anthropology, Phoenix (Dr. Mark Nichter)
On research agenda "wish list" re : cigarette advertising and children

b. Requests Honored (previous) . Similar respect for Prof. Pollay's expert opinions were seen in the
preceding years, as well . Other noteworthy recent consultations on cigarette marketing issues include :

B.C. Medical Association, Vancouver (Dr. Fred Bass)
On retail sales of cigarettes ; testimony to select committee of BC Legislative Assembly
(Jan 1993) .

Health & Welfare Canada, Ottawa (Mr. Neil Collishaw - now at World Health Org .)
On corporate documents evidencing strategies and tactics .
Testimony in Imperial Tobacca & RJR-Macdonald v . Attorney General .

Office on Smoking & Health, Center for Disease Control, Atlanta (Mr . Michael Erikson)
On advertising to children (Surgeon General's Report, 1994)

Institute for Policy Studies, Washington, DC (Dr . Richard Barnet)
On draft of "Marlboro Country" chapter of Global Dreams

Prime Minister's Office, Policy Unit, 10 Downing Street, London (Ms . Jill Rutter)
On draft of 'Effect of Tobacco Advertising on Tobacco Consumption : A Discussion
Document Reviewing the Evidence' (Oct. 1992)

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, for OSH - CDC ~
On draft of Teenage Attitudes and Practices Survey -1I (TAPS -11) p
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U.S . Government Accounting Office, National Security and International Affairs Division (Mr .
Michael Kassack, Dr . Stan Kostyla)
On cigarette advertising practices in asia (Jan 1991) .

c. Professional Income "Plough Back' Policy . All potential income is "ploughed back" to the Faculty
of Commerce to support additional research, in the beliefs that none of this income would exist were it
not for the Faculty's support in previous years, and that research discoveries and historical information
about cigarette advertising should be used to advance the public health and welfare without consideration
for personal gain. Any and all lecture honoraria, film royalties, consultancy fees, or other offered funds
are donated to the Dean's Research in Advertising Accounts in lieu of being taken as personal income .
Income from this endowment is used solely for research expenses, primarily research assistants' payroll
to further the current work on cigarette advertising . Occasionally and in the future other research on
advertising and promotion is and will be subsidized, including research by graduate students and other
colleagues, at the Dean's discretion . Upon Prof. Pollay's retirement, all funds will remain in the
Faculty's research and endowment accounts . At present this endowment account has a balance of over
$150,000 .

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/hfmm0129
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(~ronological Notee Smdies'

Note
a

AS Et T3& Tsrget
Young

Tsrlet
Etlaaic

Ad C~u~
iafo & Image

Self
Reg.

PR

pre 1930

h

*

i

*~

1930rt * *

1935-9 * c * * *
1940-4 * c • * *

1945-9 * c * * *
1950-4 : * * * * * * *

1955-9 * * * * * * .

1960-4 * * * * * * * *

1965-9 * * c * a s * *

1970-4 * * * * * *

1975-9 * * * *

1980-4 * * *

1985-9 * * *
1990-4 *

` on ad spending, rngetiag, new Producxs and lanncbes, media mix and shifts, brand
loyalty and switching, ad effectiveaess, regnlation and response, eic .

` Other suidies and publications, not displayed here, on perceived risk, conteat analysis
methodology, eonuat analysis litaatue review, C~n)validity of tobacco apologists
arguments, etc.

' In process . Also in process are not,ea from Reader's Diffest (1923 - 1986), Consnmers'
$g8,rts (1950 - 1970), Tobacco J a1 (1950 - 1966), and historical and current events
re: U.S., Canada, and Overseas.
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